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What is CSDisseminate?
A grass-roots initiative started by a group of volunteer scientists and 
clinicians to support the accessibility of research in the field of 
Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD). 

Our goal is to provide CSD scientists and clinicians with resources to
enhance research accessibility.
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Objectives

Discuss common myths and barriers to accessing research.
Share free ways to access journal articles. 



Why We Care

● Not being able to access the most recent research is a significant barrier to staying on 
top of current evidence and implementing evidence-based practice (Thome et al., 
2020)

● 17 years from research to clinical uptake (Balas & Boren, 2000)



Poll: True or false?

Clinicians can get their hands on and read whatever research they 
want.



False!

Most of our field’s research is 
behind a paywall, even with 
embargoes*.

Without a professional 
membership and/or institution, 
access appears to only be 
through a direct payment, and 
it’s often limited (e.g., 24 hours 
or one month) 



Poll: True or false?

Scientists make money from journal article paywalls, because they’re 
the ones writing and publishing the research.



False!

Unlike books, the authors don’t receive payments or royalties 
from downloads of their articles.

The money you pay publishers goes 100% to publishers, 0% to the 
scientists who write and review the articles.

And you might have seen open access articles?
For open access (freely available) articles, researchers may pay 
a fee to the publisher to have their article made freely 
available to the public. These are called “open access fees” 
and can be thousands of dollars. That money comes from 
research grants (e.g. NIH grants, funded by taxpayers).



Poll: True or false?

I can access all the research I need from my national organization (e.g.
ASHA, SPA)



False!

ASHA publishes just 4 of over 350 
journals that regularly publish our 
field’s research.

There is more research out there than 
AJSLP, AJA, LSHSS, and JSLHR (the 
ASHA journals), including:
• Ear & Hearing 
• International Journal of Audiology
• Communication Disorders Quarterly
• Topics in Language Disorders



Poll: True or false?

Clinicians learn from continuing ed courses, helpful websites, 
memberships, and Facebook groups. So access to journal articles isn’t 
needed.



False!

There’s is no oversight for evidence alignment in place for our field, for any of 
these resources. 

Thus, many of our field’s websites, even the largest continuing ed providers, 
have misinformation in their courses.

To fact-check things that seem odd or confusing, you’ll at least occasionally
need access to journal articles.

So while clinicians can’t read everything referenced in their continuing ed 
opportunities, if they have no contact at all with the original published 
research, then they have no way of knowing if the information they’re 
consuming is evidence-aligned.



Poll: True or false? 

Researchers are not allowed to share their work for free.



False!

There are several legal ways to obtain free PDFs, and researchers can 
always make their work freely available by:
• self-archiving versions of their accepted articles on an institutional 

repository or professional website, or
• sending the PDF to folks who request it by email

Ready to learn more about how to get the free stuff? You’re in the right 
place!



How to get journal articles

for free!



Article (one PDF; ~ 4200 published/yr in SLP)

Journal (hundreds for SLP)

Publisher (dozens for SLP)



Important! Understanding DOIs

• All journal articles have a DOI 
(digital object identifier)
• introduced in the year 2000
• assigned to each article so it’s 

trackable online (e.g. Altmetrics)
• DOIs are permanent; URLs break
• e.g.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/fu
ll/10.1080/02699206.2021.191218
7
vs
https://doi.org/10.1080/02699206.
2021.1912187

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02699206.2021.1912187
https://doi.org/10.1080/02699206.2021.1912187


No.

Yes!



Articles in ASHA Journals
1. Check if the article is from an ASHA journal (free for members)

a. American Journal of Audiology (AJA),
American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology (AJSLP),
Journal of Speech-Language and Hearing Research (JSLHR)
Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in Schools (LSHSS)

b. If so, make sure you are signed into your ASHA account before 
trying to access the article



Articles in ASHA Journals

Click ‘PDF’

When prompted, log in with 
your ASHA account 
username and password 



Step 1: Download Unpaywall 
(https://unpaywall.org)

https://unpaywall.org


Unpaywall



Unpaywall also works by simply 
typing oaDOI in any browser!



Step 2: Check Google Scholar
• Put the title in Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com) 
• Check to see if a link labeled [PDF] comes up next to the search 

results
• If not, click ‘All versions’ under the search results and check 

alternative sources for a free version of the article

http://www.scholar.google.com


Google Scholar (continued)

• You can also see if a researcher has a Google Scholar profile with 
their contact information or professional website linked 



Google Scholar (continued)



Step 3: Google

• Google the journal article title.
• Look at the top ~5 hits. You’re looking for:
• The publisher’s website (w/ Unpaywall)
• ResearchGate PDFs (if you have an account– note that it can be hard for non-

academics to get RG accounts)
• A lab website with the article uploaded

These are three places you can get articles for free. 
Note that Google Scholar searches and this may overlap.



Step 4: Email, Option 1
• Can’t find a free version? Then proceed with emailing the author.
• Locate the corresponding author and their email address



Step 4: Email, Option 1



Step 4: Email, Option 2

In print or PDF versions, this information 
may be at the bottom of the first page or 
at the end of the article



Step 5: Wait just a little while, then repeat

• Still stuck? Options:
• Wait a month or two. This 

can allow for time for:
• Free versions to be 

uploaded, or
• The embargo to to lift

• Recall that this is a period of 
time when sharing a version 
of the article is not allowed; 
it’s usually 12–18 months, 
and up to two years.



Step 6: Research Emergency

• Still stuck, and need it really, really badly? (Research 911)

• More options:
• Pay for it (often available to rent online, cheaper than full price download)
• Visit a local University 

• If they have community access, you can walk in and use their system, and print or 
save PDFs of what you need.



More things to know: individuals

• Sci-Hub is not legal

• … but may be a model 
for what the future of 
open access could look 
like

• search by article title or 
DOI







What does this mean for: Businesses

Our field’s businesses need access to journal articles:

• Because they’re the ones creating and selling products that 
clinicians use with clients and courses that clinicians learn 
from.

• And if they don’t have access to evidence, they can’t ensure 
evidence-aligned tools or content.



What are businesses’ options?
• Corporate subscription packages and tokens

• Tokens
• 5–15% discount on full price 

• Corporate subscription packages
• e.g. $15,000 for unlimited access to one publisher. But there are dozens of publishers of our 

field’s research. 
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over $300,000 annually for (almost) full access to our field’s research
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What are businesses’ options?
• Corporate subscription packages and tokens

• Tokens
• 5–15% discount on full price 

• Corporate subscription packages
• e.g. $15,000 for unlimited access to one publisher. But there are dozens of publishers of our 

field’s research. 

• Cost for access to our field’s journal articles
• Average cost of $1000 per journal, over 300 journals publish our field’s research → 

over $300,000 annually for (almost) full access to our field’s research
• Average cost of one paper = $50, hundreds of papers published monthly →        

or, over $210,000 annually, if you want to manually purchase every single one

• Options? Businesses can:
• buy PDFs (or subscription packages/tokens), or
• get them from scientists

Illegal to: buy PDFs, then share them with customers, use University faculty for 
login privileges to supply PDFs, or partner with Universities for access



• What’s legal, what’s not?
• Illegal: Using your university access to 

get others PDFs in bulk
• Legal: sharing your own research

(certain versions) online or via email
This is why self-archiving matters! 
Everyone has to self-archive their own 
research. 

• Ready to learn more?
• Free self-archiving training video 
• Recent Audiology Today article by Dr. 

Gaeta and CSDisseminate team

More things to know: scientists

http://www.csdisseminate.com/events
https://www.audiology.org/news-and-publications/audiology-today/articles/opinion-editorial-enhancing-accessibility-of-communication-sciences-and-disorders-research-open-access-and-self-archiving/


Spreading the message about how to make 
our field’s science accessible, matters

We need: More scientists and SLPs to know how to legally share 
and obtain PDFs

Alongside: Advocacy for even better solutions than this 



Final thoughts: Is this the model we want?



And some open access 
humor.



Become an Ambassador with CSDisseminate

Link to become a CSDisseminate Ambassador

We are here for you! Please get in touch if
you are stuck, have questions, or want to
learn more about what we do.

www.CSDisseminate.com

CSDisseminate@gmail.com

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScHOH6RfadXdCWv5fZrODzF0GpuBuqjiW7ez3_Om3XioR2CEQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
http://www.csdisseminate.com
mailto:CSDisseminate@gmail.com


Thank you for attending!
www.csdisseminate.com


